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As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as well as bargain can be gotten by just checking out a books
Defiance The Montbryce Legacy Anniversary Edition 2 afterward it is not directly done, you could acknowledge even more something like this life,
not far off from the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as with ease as easy showing off to get those all. We come up with the money for Defiance The Montbryce
Legacy Anniversary Edition 2 and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the course of them is this Defiance
The Montbryce Legacy Anniversary Edition 2 that can be your partner.

Roland May 29 2022 Freed from the tyranny of King John, the Norman Montbryces must do what they can to aid English cousins caught in John's
cruel grip. The heart knows. Roland de Montbryce has never met Adelina de Quincey, yet he feels inexorably drawn to his distant cousin, a woman
forced into a betrothal to an elderly man. His heart tells him she is his soul mate. Risking his life by sailing to King John's England to rescue her
might be considered foolhardy, especially by those who know Roland as the carefree, philandering second son. A woman alone. Believing her only
brother, her one champion, has died in battle, Adelina entertains thoughts of ending her life rather than submitting to a cruel man who has already
buried three wives. Can a man fall in love with a woman he has never met? And, if Roland succeeds in saving Adelina before the fateful marriage
takes place, will she feel the same about him?
The Secret Life of the Cheating Wife Sep 08 2020 Using a sample collected from Ashley Madison, this book is the result of a yearlong inquiry into
women’s extramarital experiences. Ultimately, these women reject the binary proposition of marriage that assumes that either we work on our
marriages and remain monogamous within them, or we break up the relationship and take up other relationships. These women conceive of an
alternate solution to a marriage that is not wholly working, where their own needs are ignored, unmet, and not prioritized. Thus, the women in this
study are engaging in secret defiance of the expectations of marriage and primary partnerships. This book gives voice to women’s experiences and
perceptions regarding their participation in infidelity, and glimpses into the interworkings of our most intimate relationships, and the ways women
negotiate marriages that fall short of their expectations.
Daughters of Paris Jul 31 2022 Paris 1930s
Love's Sweet Sting Feb 11 2021 Aidan FitzRam joins the monastic community at Lindisfarne to atone for what he perceives as his role in his parents'
drowning. But he quickly realizes he cannot ignore the plight of Nolana Kincade, a Highland lass who is fleeing an abusive stepfather. Their growing
attraction to each other bears out the reality his sister has always maintained-he's just not cut out for the religious life.
Sinful Passions Feb 23 2022 Theirs was a forbidden love... Rodrick must abandon the woman he loves or face the prospect of forfeiting his Earldom.
Set against the backdrop of civil strife tearing England apart as King Stephen and Prince Henry Plantagenet vie for the throne.
Wild Viking Princess Apr 27 2022 No man could tame her...except perhaps a real Viking!
Kilty Secrets Jun 05 2020 As the chief's second son, Ewan MacKinloch resents being offered up as the sacrificial lamb in a marriage arranged to end
a 300-year feud with the MacCarrons. He trades places with a one-armed clansman in the hopes Shona MacCarron will refuse to go through with the
wedding. Unbeknownst to him, Shona too has traded places with an aunt known as Lady Lazy-Eye, so she can avoid the marriage arranged after the
recent death of her father. Confusion reigns when alchemy draws them to each other and they risk aiding the cause of factions ambitious to usurp
the hereditary MacCarron chieftaincy.
The Tempting of Thomas Carrick Oct 10 2020 Do you believe in fate? Do you believe in passion? What happens when fate and passion collide? Do
you believe in love? What happens when fate, passion, and love combine? This. This… #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens
returns to Scotland with a tale of two lovers irrevocably linked by destiny and passion. Thomas Carrick is a gentleman driven to control all aspects of
his life. As the wealthy owner of Carrick Enterprises, located in bustling Glasgow, he is one of that city’s most eligible bachelors and fully intends to
select an appropriate wife from the many young ladies paraded before him. He wants to take that necessary next step along his self-determined path,
yet no young lady captures his eye, much less his attention...not in the way Lucilla Cynster had, and still did, even though she lives miles away. For
over two years, Thomas has avoided his clan’s estate because it borders Lucilla’s home, but disturbing reports from his clansmen force him to return
to the countryside—only to discover that his uncle, the laird, is ailing, a clan family is desperately ill, and the clan-healer is unconscious and dying.
Duty to the clan leaves Thomas no choice but to seek help from the last woman he wants to face. Strong-willed and passionate, Lucilla has been
waiting—increasingly impatiently—for Thomas to return and claim his rightful place by her side. She knows he is hers—her fated lover, husband,
protector, and mate. He is the only man for her, just as she is his one true love. And, at last, he’s back. Even though his returning wasn’t on her
account, Lucilla is willing to seize whatever chance Fate hands her. Thomas can never forget Lucilla, much less the connection that seethes between
them, but to marry her would mean embracing a life he's adamant he does not want. Lucilla sees that Thomas has yet to accept the inevitability of
their union and, despite all, he can refuse her and walk away. But how can he ignore a bond such as theirs—one so much stronger than reason?
Despite several unnerving attacks mounted against them, despite the uncertainty racking his clan, Lucilla remains as determined as only a Cynster
can be to fight for the future she knows can be theirs—and while she cannot command him, she has powerful enticements she’s willing to wield in
the cause of tempting Thomas Carrick. A neo-Gothic tale of passionate romance laced with mystery, set in the uplands of southwestern Scotland. A
Cynster Second Generation Novel – a classic historical romance of 122,000 words. Praise for the works of Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie Laurens’
heroines are marvelous tributes to Georgette Heyer: feisty and strong.” Cathy Kelly “Stephanie Laurens never fails to entertain and charm her
readers with vibrant plots, snappy dialogue, and unforgettable characters.” Historical Romance Reviews “Stephanie Laurens plays into readers’
fantasies like a master and claims their hearts time and again.” Romantic Times Magazine
The Conquest of Lady Cassandra Aug 08 2020 HER PRIDE. HIS PREJUDICE. THEIR PASSION. As headstrong as she is beautiful, Lady Cassandra
Vernham defied convention when she refused to marry the man who had compromised her. Now, estranged from her family, Cassandra struggles to
make ends meet. A recent auction of her jewels has brought her a modicum of relief, but one of the most valuable lots was never paid for by the
highest bidder: handsome, rakish Viscount Ambury. Cassandra needs that money badly, and not to buy a new hat. Ambury has only to look at
Cassandra to begin imagining her in his bed… He has not settled that outstanding debt for a reason. He suspects that the expensive baubles were
stolen, perhaps even by Cassandra herself. Erotic fantasies about her notwithstanding, the vixen is not to be trusted, for she has already destroyed
his good friend—the man she refused to marry who later lost his life in a duel, which Ambury suspects was fought over Cassandra. But nothing is as
it seems… As the seductive lord and the scandalous beauty are drawn together, the passion that flares between them will illuminate shocking secrets
that will change both their lives forever…
If Love Dares Enough Nov 03 2022 Hugh de Montbryce, is haunted by a deep fear, rooted in his experiences at the Battle of Hastings, that violence
arouses him. He avoids women, but is drawn into the life of a Saxon noblewoman, Lady Devona Melton, a victim of abuse at the hands of her Norman
husband. Can Hugh overcome his demons and the political and religious implications of abducting the wife of a Norman nobleman? The rake of the
family, Antoine is faced with the dilemma of what to do with Lady Sybilla Sancerre, the pregnant widow of an enemy he killed in battle. He is
supposed to send her for execution as the wife of a traitor, but finds himself driven to protect her and the deformed child she bears. William the
Conqueror's anger at both brothers could endanger all that the Montbryce family holds dear.
Her Warrior Slave Jan 01 2020 Kieran Brannon is no ordinary slave defiant, daring and dangerous, he is untameable! Iseult MacFergus is drawn to
this powerful man with the strength of a warrior and the honour of a king. She trusts him to help find her lost child . Kieran sold himself into slavery
to save his brother's life, but Iseult, with the face of an angel, gives him hope that he can again be a free man. Determined to find her child, Kieran
may finally have his freedom although now his heart is tied to Iseult's forever.
Warriors Trust Sep 28 2019 A new realm, where the promise of acceptance and safety is all but guaranteed shouldn't come with the threat of killing
his soul mate. If the beast inside him rises up against her, will he have the power to stop it? Hawk's desire to protect his mate could be the very
thing that rips his kingdom and more importantly his own soul to shreds. He will take drastic measures to never let that happen.Cassidy could fight
alongside her king and soulmate, but it didn't feel as if it were enough, until he sees her as an equal. When black magic threatens to take over
Hawk's soul, even the ability to stand at his side is taken from her. If he cannot control the beast inside, she would be forced to fight it alone. Unless

that murderous impulse within Hawk is controlled, everything they have fought for and cherish will be stripped away and destroyed--their kingdom,
their peace, and each other.
Golden Surrender Nov 10 2020 Two bold warriors, two proud lands, united by passion—and revenge . . . Prince Olaf of Norway—Lord of the Wolves,
the golden Viking warrior who came in his dragon ship to forge a great kingdom in the Emerald Isle. Princess Erin—Daughter of the Irish High King,
the ebony-haired beauty who swore bitter vengeance on the legendary Norseman who had brought death and destruction to her beloved homeland.
Yet, in the great Norse and Irish alliance against the invading Danes, it was her own father who gave her in marriage to her most hated enemy.
Bewitched by Olaf's massive strength, seduced by his power, still Erin vowed that neither the wrath of his sword nor the fire of his kiss would sway
the allegiance of her proud and passionate heart.
Dark Irish Knight Mar 03 2020 Nothing will stand in the way of Ronan's vengeance for the murder of his wife and child and the loss of his ancestral
Irish lands, not even love. Rhoni de Montbryce is the pampered daughter of a Norman Earl. Is she the one who can make Ronan whole again?
High Warrior Jul 19 2021 A big Irish knight, much beloved by his English men, faces his biggest challenge when an injury nearly claims his life...
and his confidence as a warrior. The man known as the "High Warrior" is an Irish knight with an English overlord. Sir Bric MacRohan serves the
House of de Winter in the dark times following the Anarchy. Once the most aggressive, all-powerful knight in the realm, a great injury forces Bric to
realize that he is, indeed, mortal. Though he recovers from the injury, it changes how he commands his men and how he handles himself in battle.
Mentally, his is far more injured than he is, physically. Enter Lady Eiselle de Gael. The daughter of a bastard of the Earls of East Anglia, Ellison is
used as a pawn by her ambitious father to secure an alliance with de Winter. She is forced to marry de Winter's greatest knight in an unhappy
circumstance. But what she never expected was how much she would come to love him. When the greatest swordsman that England has ever seen
lays down his weapon due to battle fatigue, it's up to Eiselle and those who love Bric to help the man regain his confidence as a warrior, and to once
again do what he was born to do. Men like Christopher de Lohr... David de Lohr... and many more recognizable knights from Le Veque's Medieval
world all pull together to help Bric recover what he has lost... himself. Medieval Romance has never been so emotional - or so romantic - as Bric and
Eiselle discover the true power of their love.
Warriors Secret Nov 22 2021 One horrible night, Cassidy loses everyone and everything she holds dear. The massacre which took her family left her
orphaned and at her uncle's mercy. Her warrior spirit is quickly crushed under his harsh rules and demands. Lord Ian Hawkins has been cursed to
walk the earth as half-man half-demon. When he sees Cassidy, it is the demonic urges that prompt him to save her life and make her his. Yet, no
female would want to live the way he does. Dark secrets and magic mark Hawk and Cassidy's bond. Can they truly trust one another or will the curse
Hawk carries condemn them to a life without love?
A Man of Value Mar 15 2021 Set in the 11th century, Book Two of the Montbryce Legacy is the story of Caedmon Woolgar, the illegitimate son of a
Norman Earl, Ram de Montbryce. A warrior who has always believed himself to be the son of a Saxon hero of the Battle of Hastings, Caedmon's
discovery of his bastardy threatens to destroy him and his marriage to Agneta Kirkthwaite. He seeks redemption by going off on the First Crusade.
Agneta harbours hatreds of her own over the massacre of her family and the destruction of her home-a crime Caedmon unwittingly participated in.
Can love help them overcome hatred and forge a powerful dynasty of their own? A Man of Value is a medieval romance, set against the backdrop of
the rule of King William Rufus and the attempts of the Scottish King Malcolm to take control of Northumbria from the Normans. Caedmon's heroism
during the First Crusade takes the reader on an emotional journey to find himself as he travels across Europe to Asia Minor.
Kilty Party Apr 15 2021 Celebrate Hogmanay in true Scottish style with this heartwarming Highlander romance.Book 4 in the best selling "Clash of
the Tartans" series has arrived! Read for FREE with Kindle Unlimited! Secret tunnels, benign ghosts, and ruined castles-the ingredients of a
mystery. Right? Except Kilty Party is a romantic comedy. Shaw Drummond and Caitlin Blair balk at King William's command when they marry to end
an age-old feud between the two neighboring clans. As luck would have it, they unexpectedly fall in love at first sight, but other family members
seem determined to thwart their union-particularly Shaw's bossy sister and Caitlin's older brother. However, defying a king comes with
consequences and royal dragoons eventually arrive to confiscate both castles in the name of the crown.When Caitlin mysteriously disappears without
a trace, accusations of shenanigans fly from all sides. Who is the "kilty" party?Clash of the TartansBook 1 - Kilty SecretsBook 2 - Kilted at the
AltarBook 3 - Kilty PleasuresBook 4 - Kilty PartyBook 5 - Kilts in the Wind (Coming April 2020)Book 6 - Kilts Ahoy! (Coming August 2020)
Defiant Passion May 17 2021 This is the first book in a series entitled Sons of Rhodri. These stories grew out of The Montbryce Legacy Series. If you
have read the Legacy books you will already be familiar with many of the characters and events. If not, you will meet them for the first time. This is
the story of the conflict between the Celtic Welsh and the Norman invaders told from Rhodri and Rhonwen's point of view.Steamy historical fiction at
its best."Lovers of medieval romance, and English and Welsh history will enjoy DEFIANT PASSION."Overview:Rhodri ap Owain, the Prince of
Powwydd, is a constant thorn in the side of the Norman Marcher lords. His sorties into the border counties of England from his stronghold in the
Welsh mountains leave a trail of fear and destruction in their wake. He hates Saxon and Norman equally and burns with Celtic fervour for a Wales
free of their domination.He embodies primitive masculinity and vitality, with the tanned, weathered skin of a man who lives his life in the open air.
He is intimidating to behold, and the mention of his name strikes fear into the hearts of those living on the English side of the Welsh border. To
them he is a feral force. To his own people he is a folk hero of mythical proportions. Though few have ever met him, all know of his deeds.Rhonwen
Dda is a shy healer, a diminutive woman of peace renowned for her mystical aura. Though she is drawn to Rhodri, she can see no future for them.
Rhodri believes she is his destiny. Will he convince her to share his lonely life as the champion of an oppressed people?Defiant Passion is a 28,000
word novella.
Kilted at the Altar Apr 03 2020 A rip-roaring comedic romance set in the Highlands of Scotland, part of the bestselling "Clash of the Tartans"
series! Who jilted whom? Darroch MacKeegan vows revenge when his intended bride, Isabel MacRain, fails to show up for a marriage arranged to
settle the long feud between their clans. Isabel's father lays waste to MacKeegan lands in retaliation for Darroch jilting his daughter. Who stands to
gain from the mix-up? Perhaps a blue dog and a wee lass who never speaks can help solve the mystery and reconcile two people who were always
meant to be together.
Entrapment Aug 27 2019 "The snare is set—leaving, friendships, lives, and futures dangling in the balance" ENTRAPMENT continues the epic new
romantic suspense series INFIDELITY, featuring Lennox "Nox" Demetri, Alexandria "Charli" Collins, the Montagues, and the Demetris. The thrills,
heat, and suspense continue to add up... One chance meeting plus... One sexy, possessive alpha and one spunky, determined heroine plus... One week
of uncontainable, unbridled passion plus... One impulsive decision times... Two declarations of love divided by... The sum of intertwining pasts, lies,
and broken rules equals... ENTRAPMENT "Infidelity - it isn't what you think" Don't miss this latest novel in the Infidelity series from New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Aleatha Romig. The classic twists, turns, deceptions, and devotions will have readers on the edge of their seats,
discovering answers that continue to pose questions. Be ready to swoon one minute and scream the next. Have you been Aleatha'd? ENTRAPMENT is
the fourth of five full-length novels in the INFIDELITY series: Betrayal, Cunning, Deception, Entrapment, and Fidelity. *This series does not advocate
nor does it condone cheating.
Viking Bold Jan 31 2020 Our hero is a Viking nobleman who has turned his back on murder and mayhem, but he follows the intrepid Rollo to
Francia in a quest for a better life. Our heroine is named for the convent in Rouen where she was left as a foundling at birth, destined for the
religious life. They don't speak the same language, their only go-between an elderly nun with a flatulence problem. This can't be a romance, can
it?Fans of Ms. Markland's Rover Series will love this updated version of the Montbryce family's Viking roots.
The Black Knight's Captive Jul 27 2019 Dieter Von Wolfenberg burns to rid his homeland of the tyrannical Holy Roman Emperor. A plot to kidnap
the Emperor's wife goes awry and her English lady in waiting is stolen away instead.When the daughter of King Henry I is betrothed to the Holy
Roman Emperor, Blythe FitzRam is forced to travel to the foreign court to serve her mistress. Isolated and disdainful of all things German, she is
nevertheless drawn to her captor.
Marooned Mar 27 2022 An intrepid Caribbean pirate hunted by international navies is marooned on a deserted island with a resentful Danish widow
he has taken captive.Maximiliano and Heidi seemingly have nothing in common, except the long-held desire to start life afresh. Is their fate a
blessing in disguise?
Every Earl Has a Silver Lining Dec 24 2021 Welcome to book 1 in the exciting new Regency series Earls are Wild by bestselling author Anna
Markland.He was content as a soldier; now, unexpectedly, he's an earlCan a career soldier, an officer in the British Army with the humble surname
of Smith, successfully manage a prosperous earldom he unexpectedly inherits?Gabriel makes his first mistake when he falls in love with his
predecessor's beautiful young widow, Lady Emma Crompton. He faces a second hurdle-he is slowly being poisoned with arsenic. A double mystery
unfolds when it comes to light Lady Emma's deceased husband was also suffering from arsenic poisoning.Is there a curse on the Earls of Farnworth
or are there other forces at work that will rob Gabe and Emma of their chance to find true love?
The Rover Bold Oct 29 2019 Readers of my books have come to know and love members of the Montbryce family. The Rover Bold travels back in
time to introduce their Norse ancestors.Even if you aren't acquainted with the Montbryces, the FitzRams and the Sons of Rhodri, you'll enjoy this
adventurous tale of Viking rovers who set sail for Francia in the tenth century in search of a better life.That much is historical fact. Their leader,
Hrolf Ganger, became the famous Rollo, founder and first Duke of Normandy (named of course for the North Men) and a direct ancestor of William
the Conqueror. This is the fictitious story of a man who came with Rollo, a Rover Bold destined to establish a powerful dynasty of his own.
Resisting the Rancher Jul 07 2020
Jagged Dec 12 2020 An old flame rekindled . . . Zara Cinders always knew Ham Reece was the one, but he wasn't interested in settling down. When
she found someone who was, Ham walked out of her life. Three years later, Zara's lost her business, her marriage, and she's barely getting by in a

tiny apartment on the wrong side of the tracks. As soon as Ham hears about Zara's plight, he's on her doorstep offering her a lifeline. Now, it will
take every ounce of will power she possesses to resist all that he offers. Ham was always a traveling man, never one to settle down in one town, with
one woman, for more time than absolutely necessary. But Ham's faced his own demons, and he's learned a lot. About himself, and about the life he
knows he's meant to live. So when he hears that Zara's having a rough time, he wants to be the one to help. In fact, he wants to do more than that for
Zara. A lot more. But first, he must prove to Zara that he's a changed man.
Enslaved Nov 30 2019 Where are all the real men? she wondered... For Lady Diana Davenport, they existed only in her books and dreams. There she
could lose herself, becoming the licentious Diana, goddess of the hunt--far from the rigid restraints of eighteenth-century London, where she was
courted by fops and fools. That is, until she tried on an authentic Roman helmet in an antiques store and was catapulted back in time, landing in
Marcus Magnus's arms. This was no dream! She was lost in Aquae Sulis, the city she knew as Bath, prisoner of a Roman general who accused the
violet-eyed beauty of being a Druid spy--and then made her his slave! "COME TO ME." His words were soft, imperious, charged with danger and
desire. Marcus Magnus was powerful, arrogant, and infuriating. A real man. And now Lady Diana was his slave, hostage to his will, vowing to fight
him to the end--with every seductive weapon she possessed.... Virginia Henley is the author of eight romances published by Dell, including the New
York Times bestsellers Seduced and Desired. She divides her time between Ontario, Canada, and St. Petersburg, Florida.
The Librarian's Spell Jan 25 2022 Can a timid librarian and a bold engineer save a castle's toppling tower of books? The stereotypical reserved
librarian, Lydia Wystan has only one true love, the books that whisper to her. But unless she can understand the whispers, she cannot become what
she wants to be more than anything—the Malcolm Librarian. Maxwell Ives has a disastrous gift for attracting women, a trait that has resulted in
three sons and a desire for solitude. Returning to England to find a school for one of his boys, Max seeks privacy in the isolated Malcolm library. But
to Max’s dismay, the old librarian dies, leaving Miss Wystan, a female, in charge. Before he can run far, far away, he learns the library tower is in
danger of toppling, and his cousin is stealing from his mother’s School of Malcolms. To save the library and Max’s family funds, Lydia must claim to
be what she is not—a real librarian. Fascinated that his magnetism doesn’t affect the one woman who can help him, Max must choose between his
freedom and his family. In the process of helping others, Max and Lydia just might learn that sometimes, love is the secret that makes magic
happen. Quote for Lesson in Enchantment: “. . .transports readers to Victorian-era Scotland with the appealing . . . fantasy romance that opens her
School of Magic series. . . Rice does a good job fleshing out her protagonists, imbuing them with convincing motivations and worthy ambitions
outside of the central romance.”—Publishers Weekly School of Magic series in order: Lessons in Enchantment A Bewitching Governess An Illusion of
Love The Librarian’s Spell
Highland Swan Oct 22 2021 When swans mate, they mate for life.Doctor Ambrose Pendray finds himself agreeing to travel into the Highlands to
treat wounded Jacobite rebels.He ends up having to amputate the arm of a rebel betrothed to Eala Calhoun, a woman he is instantly attracted to.Eala
(Gaelic for Swan) has been forced into the betrothal. Ambrose draws her like a lodestone, but his honor demands he do everything he can to save his
patient's life.Dr. Pendray must save his patient's life, though it means losing the woman he loves.An abridged version of this story previously
appeared in the Twelve Days In A Highlander's Arms collection.
Ride the Fire Jun 17 2021 Sometimes survival isn’t just about staying alive… Widowed and alone on the frontier, Elspeth Stewart will do whatever it
takes to protect herself and her unborn child from the dangers of the wilderness and of men. Though her youthful beauty doesn’t show it, she is
broken and scarred from the way men have treated her. So when a stranger wanders onto Bethie’s land, wounded and needing her aid, she takes no
risks, tying him to the bed and hiding his weapons before ministering to his injuries. But Bethie’s defenses cannot keep Nicholas Kenleigh from
breaking down her emotional walls. The scars on his body speak of a violent past, but his gentleness, warmth, and piercing eyes arouse longings in
her that she never imagined she had. As Nicholas and Bethie reveal to each other both their hidden desires and their tortured secrets, they discover
that riding the flames of their passion might be the key to burning away the nightmares of their pasts.
Slow and Steady Wins the Earl Sep 20 2021 He's a stickler for rules; she's never been good at following them.Book 3 in award winning author Anna
Markland's Earls are Wild series is here!!Patsy Crompton, the Earl of Farnworth's beloved stepdaughter, is now a young lady headed for her first
London season. It will be a different life from the one she's used to in the north of England. She's looking forward to the experiences that are a rite
of passage for debutantes. But she's in no hurry to find a husband-until she waltzes with Nicolai Morgan-Lloyd, Earl of Ainsworth.Nicolai has
inherited his Russian mother's coloring but none of her flamboyant personality. In fact, he's known as a stickler for rules. If there's one thing Patsy
has never been good at, it's following rules. He's an expert on fine art. She's a thoroughbred horseracing aficionado.Their unlikely friendship lands
them in the clutches of a gang intent on stealing a priceless Russian artefact that once belonged to Catherine the Great.Earls are WildEvery Earl has
a Sliver LiningWild Earl ChaseSlow and Steady Wins the Earl
Conquering Passion Oct 02 2022 "The year is 1066. The world is about to change forever. Can love survive and flouris amid the carnage, hatred,
betrayals and dangers of the Norman Conquest?--Back cover.
Hearts and Crowns Jun 29 2022 Hearts and Crowns is the story of Gallien, grandson of the hero of the original Montbryce Legacy series. Gallien has
sworn never to wed again after a catastrophic marriage to a shrew who betrayed him with another man. You know the old saying, Once bitten...twice
shy. Peridotte de Pontrouge, an Angevin, has long dreamed of marrying Geoffrey of Anjou, the son of her Count, but her hopes are dashed when he is
betrothed to the daughter of King Henry of England. This diplomatic revolution forces Gallien and Peri to marry against their will, despite the long
standing hatred between Normans and Angevins. Can love overcome bitterness and hatred?
Passion's Fire Jun 25 2019 The stone's legacy is inescapable. Those who inherit will be consumed by fire. Matthew de Rowenne thirsts to rise in the
ranks of Norman nobility, but King Henry II seems intent on sending him to quell a rebellion in Scotland and commands he marry a Scottish
noblewoman as a means to peace. But Matthew is cursed with a dreadful legacy and can never marry. Brigandine Lordsmith has masqueraded as a
boy for as long as she can remember, obliged to work as her father's apprentice in the armory forge. She is drawn to the handsome Norman soldier
who arrives in her homeland to impose English rule, but it's unlikely he'll be interested in the daughter of a tradesman. Sparks fly when Brig's true
identity is revealed.
Heiress Bride Jan 13 2021 Heiress Ella Davenport survived a carriage accident that killed her father. Her life saved in exchange for savage scars
marring her beautiful face. Her friends, socialites, showed their true colors, casting Ella aside like damaged goods and leaving her a social pariah.
Even her wealth can’t buy her the kind of marriage she wants. Desperate to find a husband who can accept her despite her scars and, without
knowing about her money, she seeks to become a mail order bride. Matchmaker & Co. is her one chance to start over and leave the pain and betrayal
far behind her. Nathan Ravenclaw was run out of town by the father of the girl he was courting once he discovered Nathan’s Arapaho heritage. It
didn’t matter that Nathan was a successful rancher, businessman, and a positive member of society. The white community suddenly saw only a halfbreed. Even his money couldn’t buy him a wife. That was ten years ago. He moved and rebuilt everything that cold rancher once took from him. He
has it all...except a wife. Matchmaker & Company promises to send him a woman willing to start a new life with him. But Nathan's battered heart
lacks the ability to trust. He longs for children, not romance. His new bride, scarred and cast aside like himself, promises to be perfect for him. Until
he meets his mail order bride. Fierce desire and an even more dangerous hope roar back to life within him. Two things he swore never to indulge in
again. And love? For these two battered souls, that's the biggest risk of all
Conquest Sep 01 2022 Celebrate the tenth anniversary of the inception of this enthralling story, chronicling the Norman invasion of England in
1066AD, the patriotic Welsh rebellion against it and the impact on the defeated and humiliated Saxons. Conquest is the combination of two of Ms.
Markland's epic tales, Conquering Passion and Defiant Passion, with added scenes and new plot twists.Conquest covers a span of over ten years and
is rich in details of 11th century England, Scotland and Wales. Book One of the Montbryce Legacy (Anniversary Edition) introduces the three
Montbryce brothers, Rambaud (Ram), Antoine and Hugh, sons of a noble Norman family with a long and illustrious military history.Ram de
Montbryce is an ambitious warrior, greedy for glory and power in the service of his friend and duke, William the Conqueror. His heroism at the
Battle of Hastings helps secure a Norman victory. Nothing can stand in the way of his ambition, especially not love. He recognizes he has an
obligation to marry, but believes the woman his father has chosen for him is unsuitable. Mabelle de Valtesse has spent years wandering through
Normandy with her exiled father. When his lands are finally restored to him and freedom is within her grasp, her father betroths her to Ram de
Montbryce. Follow Ram and Mabelle's journey through the labyrinth of dangers in the aftermath of the Norman Conquest of England. Granted an
earldom in the Welsh Marches as a reward for his bravery during the Battle of Hastings, Ram is expected to quell rebellious Welsh patriots, led by
Rhodri ap Owain. Mabelle, a strong heroine, is more than a match for her warrior hero. Passion quickly flares between them, but both are reluctant
to admit their love. Ram demands obedience in a wife. Can he find love with the wilful refugee brought to his bed in an arranged marriage? Only
through trials and tragedy do they finally realize that they can no longer deny what their hearts have always known-love conquers all.But will the
same hold true for Rhodri, or is he fated to live a lonely life fighting against a powerful enemy?Relive turbulent times through the eyes of the
conquerors and the conquered. Lovers of medieval romance and British history during the time of King William the Conqueror will enjoy this
intimate story of passion, betrayal, ambition, vengeance, and of course love.
Deadly Offerings May 05 2020 Anne Mason thinks she will be safe living in the Midwest building a wind farm. She may be dead wrong. Someone is
dumping bodies in her corn field and telling Anne they are gifts - for her! As the body count rises, Anne realizes a cold blooded serial killer is
patiently waiting and watching her every move. Michael Brandt, the ruggedly handsome new County Prosecutor is the last person Anne can trust,
but may offer her only chance at survival from a psychopathic killer.
Roses Among the Heather Aug 20 2021 Blair Robertson didn't believe in love at first sight, until he met Susanna. But fate had destined her for his
twin.
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